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Club News and Business
NEXT MEETING JUNE 15, 2013, 1:00 PM AT ROSAMOND LIBRARY
General Meeting Notes:
The club business meeting for May was conducted at the BBQ at Mike B’s house. The weather
was excellent and the club enjoyed Mike and Rose’s excellent hospitality and Mike’s superb
BBQ pork!
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2013 Desert Classic
There was a brief contest discussion
Here’s the current list of members who have signed up to sponsor the Special and Specific
Categories and standard categories:
Theme Award – Nillo Lund
Silk Purse Award – Nick Kiriokos
X-Plane Award – David Newman
Best Panther Tank Award – Rich Ribado
President’s Award – Steve Spandorf
Best German Aircraft Award – Rick Reinert
Best Auto Paint and Finish – Matt Graham
Best Aircraft – IPMS Fremont Hornets
Best Auto – Tom Hamel
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Categories 24 & 25 (Figures – Historical & Fantasy/Sci-Fi) – Tom Hamel
There are still several “Best of” awards and numerous standard categories open for sponsorship.
If you would like to sponsor a category, let me know and I’ll add your name to the list.
Contest Raffle
The club is building up a stock of kits for the contest raffle, which is quite financially successful
for us. We need to get kits at a good discount for this to work well for us. If you see an item or
items for a good discount from an online retailer (or on ARC or Hyperscale), the club will
reimburse you for the cost if you purchase it. However, please contact Curt for authorization to
spend the club’s money prior to purchasing any item.
Painting and Detail Wash Demo
Curt gave two brief demos after the BBQ of two simple techniques: how to paint wheels using a
circle template, and performing a detail wash with Tamiya Smoke paint.

A simple method of getting a nice clean edge between the wheel and tire is to use a circle
template as a mask. Curt showed us the method. First, the tire is painted black. When the paint
is dry, choose the appropriate size hole in the circle template to match your wheel size. Hold the
template so the hole is over the wheel portion of the part and spray the appropriate wheel color.
Easy! This works as well for armor wheels as well as aircraft.
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A good method of emphasizing engraved detail is to apply a wash with Tamiya Smoke acrylic
paint. Tamiya Smoke is a dark gray transparent paint. Curt demonstrated the technique on some
Sierra Hotel Models 1/48th Martin Baker resin seats. Curt thinned the paint with isopropyl
alcohol in a 3:1 ratio (thinner to paint). The mixture is then applied with a broad, soft brush into
all the recessed detail on the parts. As the Smoke dries to a glossy finish, it is recommended to
apply the flat finish of your choice after the Smoke dries.
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Club Display at Mojave “Plane Crazy Saturday”
The club was invited to present a display at “Plane Crazy Saturday” at Mojave Airport on our
normal meeting day for May. Club turnout for the display was rather light, consisting of Steve
Spandorf, Richard Manaseri, Henry Blecha and myself (and Mikey the dog, too). Bill and
Allisen Kelly also flew in with their Grumman Lynx a bit later in the day.

The day was windy (hey, its Mojave!) but Steve found us an excellent location out of the wind.
There was a fair amount of interest in the display, and we spread the word about the club to quite
a few folks. One of the highlights of the day was speaking to WWII B-17 mechanic and his wife
(who did most of the talking). He had been a model builder in the past, and showed us photos of
a large B-29 flying model he had built. We found out his brother had been a P-40 pilot awarded
a medal. Steve happened to have a Monogram P-40 kit, which we presented to the gentleman.
He was quite appreciative. It was definitely an honor to be visited by this fine gentleman!
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2013 Meeting Schedule
We need volunteers for both demos and refreshments for 2013. Please review the open months
and let one of the officers know if you want to sign up for either a demo, refreshments or both.
Primary

A ctivities

12 Jan

Member Dues Collected

19 Jan
16 Feb
16 Mar
20 Apr

Field Trip to Mojave Airpark
“Plane Crazy”
2013 Contest Theme
Discussion
Contest Flier Review and
Category Finalization
“Finish Something on Your
Bench” In-club contest

11 May

Club BBQ

18 May

Club Display – ‘Plane Crazy
Saturday’, Mojave Airport

15 June

Refreshments

Demo

Review

Steve Spandorf
Matt Graham

Jim Abercromby

“Pin-wash”
Tom Hamel

Tom Hamel

Presentation:
“Things Under
Wings” –
Henry Blecha

20 July
17 Aug

“Build a Classic Monogram
Kit” In-club contest

21 Sept
19 Oct

Judge’s Clinic

2 Nov

2013 Desert Classic

16 Nov
21 Dec

David Newman

2014 Club Officer
Nominations
Christmas Potluck
Gift Exchange
2014 Officer Elections

All

In-club Contests
Next contest will take place at the August meeting, with the subject of “Build a Classic
Monogram Kit”. Any Monogram kit up to the early ‘80s is eligible (this includes the 1/48th
bombers and the Century series jets). Revell re-boxes of these kits are acceptable. No
aftermarket (with the exception of decals) is allowed – if you want to superdetail, you’ll have to
do it like the old days – scratchbuild!
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The Tool Crib
The tool crib is the place where we find our tools. This section is for anyone with a new product
or tool review.
If you would like to place an entry in the tool crib, just let me know.

Club Demo
Tom Hamel will be giving a demo on pin-wash techniques during the June meeting. If you’re
interested in doing a demo for 2013, let me know and I’ll schedule it.
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Member Show and Tell

Name:
Tom Hamel
Time To Build:
2 weeks
Kit & Scale:
Warrior Figures British SAS
54mm
Aftermarket Items:
None
Paints Used:
Model Master and Tamiya
Comments:
Good figures – well sculpted.
Best SAS figures on the market
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Adie Fix Passes
America has lost another member of the “Greatest Generation” with the passing of club friend
and honorary member Adolph “Adie” Michael Fix. Adie was a B-17 waist gunner with the 447th
Bomb Group during World War II.
Adie kept the club enthralled with his tales of his combat missions, including his aircraft’s
encounter with one of the first Me-262’s.
Many of the club member participated in a group build of a 1/48th replica of one of the 447th B17 he flew in, “Fuddy Duddy”.
Keep an eye on the IPMS Journal for an article on Adie penned by Mike Brignola and Bill Kelly.
Blue skies forever to you, Adie!
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Profiles in Aviation History
Courtesy of Mike Brignola
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pilot who has flown

a

,, ', single-engine airplane be,: yond sight of land has ex-

FromGuam, aglance atthemaP showed

the way to Japan: the Bonin Islands,

perienced the syndrome:
enhanced hearing and a pessimistic
anticipation of trouble. But imagine

midway between the Mariana Islands and
Honshu. some 750 statute miles south of
Tokyo. They put the home islands within
range of the long-legged North American

a 1.5O0-mile combat mission over the

P-5

:

Pacific Ocean. with the only 1andfa1l
occupied by people who cut otf the
heads of captured airmen-or worse.
Such was the world of the airmen

flying the Mustangs of Iwo Jima.

1D Mustang. With the Bonins in

American hands, fighters could escort
B-29s anywhere over southern Japan.

In February 1945 at Iwo Jima. the
largest ofthe Bonin lsiands boasted three
airfleids. The fieids had been taken by

three Marine Corps divisions at the cost
of 4.554 American lives.
Seventh Air Force VII Fighter Command was ready to move to Iwo as soon
as facilities were readied. Planning for
very iong-range (VLR) escort missions
had begun the previous summer, as Brig.
Gen. Ernest M. Moore PrePared his
"sunsetters" for the challenging mission.
Moore was typical of the Young flYing generals in the Army Air Forces. A
37-year-o1d West Pointer. he had been in
AIR FORCE Magazine / APril 2013
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the Paciflc since 1939. Having assumed

leadership of VII Fighter Command in
May 1944, he led from the front and
landed the first Mustang on Iwo Jima

on March 6. Behind him were three
squadrons fiom the i 5th Fighter Group.
Eleven days later the first element of the
2l st Fighter Group landed. Most of the

pilots were new, averaging fewer than
300 flight hours.

Iwo Jima was crammed with airplanes: two P-61 night-tighter squadAIR FORCE Magazine

/

rons, Navy and Marine Corps strike
aircraft, and air-sea rescue airplanes.
But the P-5 1s were the most numerous
and strategically the most important.
Other than flying local patrols and
occasionally striking other islands in
the Bonins, pilots on lwo had precious
little diversion. Some didn't mind: The
72nd Fighter Squadron's Capt. Harry
C. Crim Jr. said, "Iwo was perhaps the

rnost hostile ground environment an
airman could find himself in. Nature

,:,,,
:':
::l

Left: Mustangs from the 21st
Fighter Group head out on their
first long-range escort mission to
Japan in April 1945. Above: Capt.
Harry Crim Jr. (l) briefs Brig. Gen.
Ernest Moore, commander of Vll
Fighter Command, on a flight line
at lwo Jima. At right is another
Mustang pilot, Mai. Dewitt Spain.
Crim became an ace, with six kills.
Spain went on to become a brigadier general.
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An aerial view of lwo Jima in 1945
shows the individual airfields that
each fighter group operated from.
South Field was used by the.tsth
Fighter Group, Central Field by the
21st FG, and North Field accommodated the 506th Fc.
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level. Airfield No. I had 5.000- and
3,900-foot runways; No. 2 had 5,200
and 4,400 feet. Originally the strips
were barely 2,000 feet long, and that
was often inadequate for B-29 emergencies. The hazards also extended
to the local area: The 531st Fighter
Squadron's flight line coffee tent
was wiped out three times before it
was moved to the upwind side of the

provided an actiye volcano (Mount
Suribachi), and man provided the war."
There was literally no place to go,
not much to do, and precious little to
see. However, the Army fliers found
ways to spend their idle time.
Oneprimary diversion was commerce
with the eminently "negotiable" Navy
Seabees. Engaged in expandingAirfi elds
No. I and 2 t No. 3's expansion was never
completed), the sailors' motto seemed
to be, "We'11 do anything for whiskey."
When the airmen discovered the Seabees had an ice machine but no booze,
the law of supply and demand took over.
The 21 stFighterGroup traded 1 5 bottles

of whiskey for the ice machine, installation included. Dug in, sandbagged,
and camouflaged, the precious device
escaped detection by the irate Navy
commander until Moore became island
commander. After that, the fliers had
no worries.
Crim, an aggressive Floridian, was
one ofthe Sunsetters' most experienced
pilots, with 2,200 flight hours. He had
flown 50 P-38 missions in the Mediterranean, enduring sand, flies, and disease
while losing 50 pounds. Consequently,
he became "an Iwo booster." He believed
that being able to concentrate 1 00 percent

on combat training, without serious diversions, was one of the island's strong
points. He helped his pilots devote their
attention to flying and fighting, thus
preventing their going "rock happy."
But there was unexpected drama.
The 21st FG had been ashore barely a
week on March 21 , 1945, when eight
dawn-patrol pilots were walking to the
airfield. They were suddenly overcome
by some 350 Japanese who poured out
of underground caves and tunnels. The

pilots were instantly and unexpectedly
embroiled in a vicious infantry war.
After flve hours of fighting, all the
Japanese were dead or captured, but

VII Fighter Command had suffered 44
killed and nearly 100 wounded. Crim
replaced the wounded commanding
offlcer of the 531st Fighter Squadron,
and the next day the group flew its first
mission. strafing Haha Jima.

The Mustang

Thirty years after the war, Moore
"I don't believe there is any

wrote,

question about the P-51 being the best

prop lighter of World War

II. It

was
our top air flghter and, hence, best for
escort missions and equal to the [P]-47
as an attacker against ground targets."
Squadron and group COs described the
sleek North American as "perfect for
these missions."
Neither the 15th nor the 21st had

much time for P-51 checkouts before
leaving for Iwo. In the 21st, the more
senior pilots averaged perhaps 20 hours
"in type" before landing atthe advanced
base. Most pilots were newly out of operational training and averaged merely
five to 10 Mustang hours.

In the Pacific-the largest theater
of war in history-the Mustang's long
legs made the difference. In Europe
the usual drop tank was 1 l0-gallon
capacity, but VLR missions produced
165-gallon "drops." Fully loaded, two
such tanks added a ton to the Mustang's
10, 10O-pound "clean" combat weight,
but they allowed an hour or more of
loitering over Japan instead of 20 or 30
minutes on internal fuel.
With such heavy loads, the Mustangs
needed a long takeoff run even at sea

runway.
The standard tour

P-51 pilot was 15
hours of

for a Sunsetter
VlRs-about 105

flighttime-plus local ground

attacks and standing patrols. Moore
restricted pilots to three long-range
missions a week but few logged more
than six in a month. Moore managed
to fly about 20 hours a month though
he was prohibited from combat.

When Col. Bryan B. Harper's 506th

Fighter Group arrived in mid-May, it
lifted some of the burden off the first
two groups. The 506th alternated with

the olhers in Iaunching two-group

missions to the home islands, so one
group could ease pilot strain and catch
up on deferred maintenance.
The universal comment from Sunsetter pilots was, "Maintenance on

Iwo was tops." If a flier wanted a
new carburetor, he needed only men-

tion it. Many crew chiefs kept their
aircraft waxed for extra speed, though
some joked

it was because there

was

nothing better to do. The mechanics
conscientiously changed spark plugs
after every VLR to avoid later fouling,
as prolonged low-RPM cruising could
burn up the plugs.
Lt. Harve Phipps of the T2ndFighter
Squadron recalled, "The squadron had
been in the VII from the beginning and
the fground crews] were not rotated
very often. They were experienced, and
we had practically no aborts because

of [bad] maintenance." Pilots deeply
appreciated such diligence: The last
thing they wanted to worry about was
engine failure 600 saltwater miles

from home.
A far greater concern than mechanical failure was the North Pacific
weather. Three to five fronts usually
AIR FORCE Magazine / April 2013
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moved south daily from the Japanese : Navigating the Pacific
Flying single-engine fighters on :
coast, and that made mission planning
difficult. High, dense cloud formations . 1,500-mile round-triPs over a vust
ocean with minimal navigation aids reoften uere a lactot'.
Mustangs seldom penetrated a front , quired a confidence born of experience.
It was a task none of the Mustangs,
but tried to fly between the lhunderheads.
and few of the pilots, were equiPPed :
When possible, they remained in
the clear to avoid major turbulence, as to attempt on their own. The standard
the S5-gallon fuselage tank became a r P-5lD had a magnetic and gyro com- i
pass plus a radio compass-the latter :,
critical lactor.
ln rough weather, "the -5 1 with the i of limited range. Voice communication i
fuselage tank full didn't fly like any- r was available on one V H F lour-chan nel
thing resembling an airplane," Crim , ladio. and that was all.
"You lose your radio or dynamotor ,
said. Belore entering weather. strtndard
procedure was to run the tank down to ': and you have to time-and-distance 600
40 gallons to put the center of grav- i nautical miles to a spot in the ocean
ity on the near side of controllability. less than four miles in diameter," said
Even then it was no fun flying a P-5 1 in l Crim. "Coming back, if your radio
turbulence. When the drop tanks were : worked you could get a steer for the
partially empty, the gas sloshed from Iast 100 miles from radar, if it was
front to back, creating a roller-coaster working. That's why you didn't want
to be alone."
sensation. It was almost impossible to
Fortunately, help was available. Six
fly straight and level visually, lar less
B-29 navigation airplanes in three pairs
so on instruments.
1ed about 100 Mustangs on each misFrom late April to late June, 830 P-5 I
..
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strike sorties were dispatched but fewer
than halfreached their targets. Four missions were completely spoiled by heavy
clouds, and the Mustangs were grounded
for 10 days in early May because of the
bad weather.
The worst weather problem occur:red
on .Iune 1 when the Sunsetters launched
148 Mustangs only to encounter a solid
front from sea level to 23,000 feet.

B-29 weather airplanes with flghter
pilots aboard preceded each strike and
reported the front thin enough to penetrate. BLrt the Mustangs hit a severe
thunderhead and had no option but to
make an immediate turn out of "the

.

l

,

sion to a designated point off the Japanese coast, circling while the fighters
flew inland. When the Mustangs began
to retlrrn to the rendezvous point, the

first pair of B-29s waited until about
half had arrived, then set course for
Iwo. The other two pairs of bombers departed the coast at 10-minute
intervals to allow latecomers to latch
on to one navigation group or another'
The last B-29 to depart transmitted the
Morse Code letters for U and D on the

"Uncle-Dog" radio frequency

so that

stragglers could horne in.
Six islands, or islet groupS, strewn
along the watery path aided visual navi-

gation-but they were otten hidden
beneath a cloud deck. Consequently,
Uncle Dog and accurate dead reckoning were essential.

The bare statistics of what was

involved in one VLR mission did not
begin to tell the story. ln round numbers, nearly 100 Mustangs took off with
57,000 gallons ofhigh-octane fuel and
some 230.000 rounds of .50-caliber
ammunition. The round-trip distance
was equal to halfway across North
America, from Los Angeles to Little
Rock, Ark. Except for the time spent
over Japan. the entire mission was
flown above water. Seven-hour sor-

ties were routine; eight hours were
not unknown.
Contrary to the procedure in Europe,
VII Fighter Command Mustangs did
not escort specific bomber boxes but
guarded a stream of B-29s as much as
200 miles long. One tighter group was
assigned target cover from the initial
point to the target; another provided
withdrawal support.

Usually flying 2,000 feet above
the bombers, the three "TarCAP"
squadrons flew two on one side of
the bomber stream and one on the
other, with tour-airplane flights about

half-a-mile apart. The three squadrons
were staggered line astern, tlying in
the same direction as the Superforts
that were approaching the drop point.
FIak wa: the most common resistance, but 90-degree course changes

with slight altitude variation allowed
the fighters to remain under antiaircraft fire for nearly an hour with

little damage.

soup."

Flying completely blind in extreme
turbulence. several P-51s collided and
others 1-e11 prey to violent winds. Twentyseven flghters were lost, along with ali
but three oftheirpilots. The 506th Group,
whichhadbeen operational for only two
weeks, lost 15 aircraft and 12 pilots.
Eventually, 27 Mustangs broke through
to escort the bombers over Osaka.
On another mission, a lone 2l st FG
pilot stuck it out through the weather
to Iind himself the sole escort for about
400 B-29s.
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P-51 Mustangs from the 462nd

Fighter Squadron pull up close to a
B-29 during a long-range escort mission. Vll Fighter Command Mustangs
did not escort sqecitic B-29s but
a stream of them, sometimes 200
miles long.
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"Finding enemy aircraft was difficult," Crim recalled. "They weren't
interested in tangling with us, and
the only aggression I saw was when
they thought they had us at a great
disadvantage. Some of the pilots were
skillftl, but there weren't enough of
them to make much difference."
The first VLR escort, a Tokyo mission on April 7, was an exceptional
occasion. It featured beautiful weather
and plenty of "bandits." The 15th and
1 stFighter Groups escorted 1 07 B-29s
and encountered stiff opposition during
the 15 minutes over the target. Pilots
estimated 75 to 100 Japanese fighters

sions; top gun Maj. Robert W Moore
of the l5th Fighter Group had 1 1 kills
1n seven engagements. A handful of
others added to previous records, most

17 destroyed and one probable. Maj.
James B. Tapp was the belle of the

brawl, bagging four aircraft. Crim
headed the 21st's score column with
two of the group's four kills. Tapp and
Crim became two of Iwo's four aces,
with Tapp being first to achieve that
distinction on April 12.
Nothing else over Japan had the
Mustang's speed, and nothing could
match its acceleration or high-altitude

performance. The Mitsubishi Zero
was some 80 mph slower, and could
only hope to outturn or outclimb it at
low-to-medium altitudes. Among the
fastest enemy fighters, the Nakajima
Frank gave away 40 mph to the P-51,
but it climbed and turned better. Sti1l.
a Mustang using combat flaps could
stay with a Frank long enough for a kill
if the P-51's speed was not excessive.

Few pilots fired their guns at airborne bandits on more than five mis-
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Maintainers work on attaching
:'i., external fuel tanks to Mustangsincluding "Nina Lou," assigned to
:: P-51 pilot 1st Lt. Arden Gibson-on
a
at one of three airfields on
notably Col. John W. Mitchell, who :: att..^ramp
t,^^
,r^:-t^lwo srrrrd.
Jima.
rvratrtteltaltce
Maintenance
was IoP
wa$
top
, ,Yyv
took over the l5th FG that summer. ,'t,..,.
notch.

Having led the Yamamoto intercep-

tion in 1943, Mitchell downed three
airplanes over Japan to run his total
to 11. He also commanded an F-86
wing in Korea, adding four MiGs to
his World War

II tally.

2

were seen and claimed 21 downed
while only losing two Mustangs.
The 15th saw the most combat
that day, returning with claims of

,:

Sunsetters Sunset
Always fuel conscious, the Mustang
pilots "coastedin" at a fairly highpower,
hoping to keep their spark plugs clean
and the aircraft in flghting trim. They
wanted the fuselage tank to contain less
than 40 gallons because in a steep turn.
shifting fuel weight could cause control
reversal, and the aircraft would try to
snap ro11. As a rule, the P-5 1s escorted
and fought using the fuselage tank; they
would jettison the "drops" for a dogfl ght.
When the fuselage tank ran dry it was

time to think about heading home, as
the internal wing tanks only provided
a bare margin for return.
To some pilots, the 20 to 60 minutes
over Japan werejust the thing to shake
off the lethargy of the long northward
flight. Phipps said, "I think the combar
break midway in the mission served to
stimulate you enough that you didn't
get bored. The main problem was the
cramped space for the time involved."
For the return flight, Crim explained,
"We dropped our tanks, shot up all our

l:
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ammo, and tested the relief tube." Then
it was a matter of managing fuel for the
750-mile flight home. Cruising at 40

gallons per hour could burn up a set of
plugs but the hardy Merlin engines did
not seem to mind.

In addition to

bomber escort. the

Sunsetters flew an increasing proporlion
of strike missions. Their primary targets
were Japanese airflelds or industrial facilities, and they were often loaded with

five-inch high-velocity aerial rockets.
Six HVARs added about 700 pounds
to takeoff weight but they packed a tremendous punch-equal to a destroyer's
broadside-and were effective against
shipping and reinforced buildings.

The Sunsetters' last aerial combat occurred near Tokyo on Aug. 10,
when the 15th and 506th FGs claimed
seven kills. In all, Iwo's Mustangs were
credited with 206 Japanese airplanes
shot down between April and August
1945-15 percenr of the Pacific P-51
aerial victories. The 15th FG led with

11 1 kills; the 21st notched 71; and the
506th got 24.
At war's end Crim prepared to return

to college as a sophomore-and an ace.

He asserted, "I fought the Germans for
patriotism and the Japanese for fun. Next
time, I'm fighting for money!" r

Barreft Tillman is a professional author and speaker who has flown a variety of historic
aircraft and has received six writing awards for history and literature. His most recent
article for Ai Force Magazine,'"fhe Forgotten Fifteenth," appeared in September 2012.
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Calendar
6/29/2013

Minicon2013
(IPMS Ontario)

Ontario Senior Center
225 East B St.
Ontario, CA

7/14/2014

Kit Collectors
Exposition & Sale

UFCW Local 324 Hall
8550 Stanton Ave.
Buena Park, CA

7/20/2013

8/1417/2013

“Get ‘er Done!”
First United Methodist Church
(IPMS Drangonlady) 3101 Colusa Highway
Yuba City, CA
IPMS/USA Nationals J Q Hammons Conference Center
4705 Clydesdale Parkway
Loveland, CO

9/7/2013

IPMS Reno High
th
Rollers 14 Annual
Invitational

Desert Heights Elementary School
13948 Mt. Bismark
Reno, NV

9/29/2013

TriCity Nine Classic
(IPMS Milpitas)

Milpitas Community Center Main Auditorium
457 E Calaveras Blvd,
Milpitas, CA

10/13/2013

OrangeCon
2013
(IPMS Orange
County)

Cal State University Fullerton,
Fullerton, CA

2/24/2014

ModelFest

CAF Southern California Wing
455 Aviation Dr.
Camirillo, CA
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